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Refill Cartridge 

Available Colors: 

Item no.       Color                 Min.       Bar Code                Item no.        Color Min.  Bar Code         
 
Pens: 
4880.496     Carbon    1  7630002 317085       4881.495      Wenge  1        7630002 317092  
4882.005     Graphite         1  7630002 317108         4880.001      White  1        7630002 317115  
4880.070     Red     1            7630002 318709         4882.009       Black  1        7630002 317122  
4881.021     Reptile                 1            7630002 324441 
 
Mechanical Pencils: 
4860.496     Carbon    1  7630002 321334       4861.495      Wenge  1        7630002 321341  
4862.005     Graphite         1  7630002 321358         4860.001      White  1        7630002 321365  
4862.070     Red     1            7630002 321396         4862.009       Black  1        7630002 321389  
4861.021     Reptile                 1            7630002 324458 
 
ALCHEMIX Display: 
4880.510   ALCHEMIX Display  1          7630002 324489    
 
Display holds 8 Ballpoint Pens + 2 Mechanical Pencils  
Ships free with the purchase of 16 ALCHEMIX pens or mechanical pencils.  
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Actual Length: 5.5” 

Actual Length: 5.5” 

Actual Length: 5.5” 

A very masculine carbon motif adds a technical touch. 

With its stunning use of this modern composite material, the ALCHEMIX “Carbon” draws the eye 

deep into the ingeniously woven coat. After the decoration has been transferred, the body 

receives a high-gloss varnish that emphasizes the futuristic character of the surface while giving 

it long lasting protection. The brilliant chrome of the metal elements perfectly accentuates the 

sporty, modern appeal of this writing instrument. 

A motif in exotic Wenge provides natural elegance and class. 

The ALCHEMIX “Wenge” offers a beautiful reproduction of this contemporary wood with its rich 

variations in natural patterns. A contrast of shades between the warm brown of the tree and its 

deep black grain. The refined matte chrome elements of this new writing instrument make a 

striking contrast to the wood, creating a bold composition of nature and elegance. 

Controlled power and refinement come together in this model with the 

mineral look. 

The boldly stylish ALCHEMIX “Graphite” completely transforms the material. Coated with a 

lacquer that emphasizes the infinite subtle shades of carbon, this writing instrument invites you to 

dive deep into the many varieties of black. 

After the lacquer is applied, a matte finish gives the body a unique feel that provides lasting 

protection. A pure design accentuated by the raw impact of the metal elements. 

Sparkle and brilliance in a timeless design. 

The firmly modern writing instrument joins this new collection accentuating its hexagonal body 

shape. With the play of light on the material, the ALCHEMIX “White” brings together the softness 

of the lacquer and brilliance of the chrome metallic elements to create a combination that is 

unmistakably stylish and contemporary 

A new dimension in creativity. 

The ALCHEMIX collection brings creativity and design together through technology. 

To enhance its Carbon and Wenge models, Caran d’Ache has used a water-transfer 

printing process that, incredibly, allows a decoration to be printed in three dimensions. 

The writing instruments have plunged into this dynamic technology to incorporate an 

image in 360 degrees. The infinite potential of the process opens up limitless 

possibilities for the imagination of Caran d’Ache designers. 

Actual Length: 5.5” 

4882.005 Pen 

4862.005 Mechanical Pencil 

Goliath giant cartridge 

Particular attention is given to the writing comfort and quality of each Caran d’Ache ballpoint pen. 

ALCHEMIX is no exception. It is fitted with the famous Goliath giant cartridge that produces up to 600 

pages of clean writing, thanks to its stainless steel ball and tungsten carbide point that ensure the 

regular flow of ink. 

Black & Red 

Class, style and elegance in a thoroughly modern design. 

The glossy “Black” and “Red” writing instrument joins the new ALCHEMIX collection. The new 

ALCHEMIX glossy finish brings together the softness of the lacquer and brilliance of the chrome 

metallic elements to create a combination that is perfect for gift giving. 

Actual Length: 5.5” 

4880.070 Pen 

4862.070 Mechanical Pencil 

4882.009 Pen 

4862.009 Mechanical Pencil 

Reptile 

4881.021 Pen 

4861.021 Mechanical Pencil Actual Length: 5.5” 

 

A “Reptile” look for this enchanting writing instrument.  

With its savage and ferocious look, the Alchemix “Reptile” shows its powerful snake-like side and 

its dangerously seductive power. The brute force of its design, the matte chrome metal is in 

complete contrast to the cool serpent scales running along its body. Mysterious, covered in beige 

and bronze patterns, the ALCHEMIX “Reptile” is not easily tamed. Quite the contrary, its owner 

may well turn out to be the prey.  

Maison de Haute Ecriture 

With its unique heritage of savoir-faire, Caran d’Ache 

carefully preserves the art of handwriting. 

Famous around the world for its Swiss Made quality, the 

company develops writing instruments that offer 

outstanding design with an excellent level of writing 

quality and comfort. 

Entirely produced in the Geneva workshops, its 

collections offer daringly original materials and perfect 

form. Every day, these reliable, demanding instruments 

demonstrate the passion of Caran d’Ache for the tradition 

of fine handwriting. 

Alchemix: by Caran d’Ache 

With a bold fusion of materials and design, the Alchemix 

collection is a skilful combination of elements.  

Alchemix is the perfect amalgam of power, strength, and 

elegance. This unique formula created by Caran d’Ache 

reveals a universe with a rare intensity, a writing 

instrument that is both precise and reliable. 

Each detail has been studied, each stage of production 

controlled. The result is a story of perfect harmony 

between hand and object, between pen and paper. 

Alchemix is the fruit of an alliance between creativity and 

expertise. 

Quite simply gigantic... 


